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Overview

The semiconductor industry experienced another rough year in

2002.  The purchase of IC assembly and packaging equipment for

expansion was simply not an active strategy in many companies.

As a result, all our leading competitors suffered both revenue

declines and operating losses for the second year in a row.  In sharp

contrast, we achieved gains in both turnover and net profit.  Indeed,

maintaining our strong impetus towards enlarging our market share,

we raced to the number one position in the assembly and packaging

equipment industry.

Such achievement is no accident.  Rather, it represents a

combination of the determination and hard work of every employee

coupled with the Company’s prudent business strategy in the quest

for industry leadership.  This manifests itself in the solid business

foundation laid over the years by our widely accepted products in

diversified territorial and application markets, an extremely efficient

cost structure and continuous success in new product introduction.

Our strength is also well demonstrated from a historical perspective:

we gained market share in both good years (e.g. 1999 and 2000)

and bad years (e.g. 2001 and 2002) for the industry.

If we examine the results for year 2002 more closely, we can gain

an insight into the market and consequent opportunities for ASM.

It is true that the world’s weak economy, war uncertainty and

volatile stock markets across the globe are generally unfavourable

conditions for business.  Yet we have already seen some signs of

improvement.  In 2002, the Group’s revenue from the second half

year exceeded that of the first by 23.3 %.  With many IDMs and

subcons setting up their factories in China, this fast growing territory

became our second largest market last year, representing 15% of

the Group’s turnover.

Major industry analysts have predicted double-digit recovery for the

semiconductor and the assembly & packaging equipment industries

in 2003.  Although customers necessarily remain cautious in adding

capacity in the near term, many of their equipment purchases for

IC packaging are related to technological advancements and new

package types like QFN.  As such, ASM has a clear advantage:

whilst most of our competitors are cutting headcount and projects,

we have in contrast been putting more resources into technology

and product developments.  This has and continues to provide

a significant payoff for the Company as detailed in the next few

sections below.  On the marketing front, we are also aggressively

building strategic partnerships with customers through packaging

development support.
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Overview (continued)

We believe these proactive measures, when combined with

dedicated employees who put customer satisfaction as our highest

priority, will ensure that ASM continues to outpace our industry

peers.  ASM will certainly remain a favourable investment holding

for our shareholders during the current poor economic environment.

Business conditions may still be difficult, but this will not deter us

from making advanced products to meet our customers’ needs.

We believe that tough times never last, but tough companies do -

and we are determined to soar higher on wings like eagles in all

circumstances.

Market and Product Development

Equipment Division

In a year when all our leading competitors faced sequential revenue

decline and industry analysts estimated a market demand reduction

of 15 - 20%, ASM, unique in our industry, achieved turnover growth

of 17.5% to reach US$187.1 million.  While our diversified products,

broad customer base and wider application markets provided us

with more resilience during the downturn, our continuous gain in

market share across all products drove this unparalleled

performance.  We have overtaken the leading competitor, who

dominated the industry over the past few decades, by 4.7% in 2002,

and in fact surpassed this company in each of the three recent

quarters.

Both our wire and die bonders showed positive results.  Launched

in mid 2002, our Eagle 60 wire bonder, the industry’s first

production machine capable of 35µm fine pitch bonding, furthered

strengthened ASM’s leadership and protected our market position.

As observed during the past few months’ customer benchmarking

exercises, the Eagle 60 demonstrated superior throughput, bond-

quality consistency and process capability especially in ultra fine

pitch applications.  Our volume production has simultaneously

migrated to this new model, and we are now ready to ramp up output

when there is a higher inflow of orders.  Likewise, our innovative,

high speed IC and discrete bonders have been steadily gaining

ground with their abilities to handle very small and thin dies,

stacked dies and particles-controlled image sensors applications.

Other exciting new products, such as our flip chip bonder, die sorter,

matrix test handler and tape & reel finishing system all progressed

through their introduction phase.  Each product has been

successfully delivered to multiple customers and some are already

enjoying repeat orders.  Although still serving the same customers

or related activities, these new products opened up new market

segments where we did not compete in the past, such as in flip chip

packaging, LED die fabrication and IC product testing and packing.

In due course and with our continuous efforts, these new products

are expected to generate higher revenue and reinforce ASM’s

business foundations.
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Market and Product Development (continued)

Leadframe Division

With the global IC unit volume on the rise, SEMI estimated that the

leadframe market grew 10.1% in 2002.  ASM raced ahead of the

industry with turnover increasing by 21.6%, achieving US$49.6

million as leadframe revenue, representing 21% of the Group’s

total sales.

To enhance long-term competitiveness, management made the

difficult decision last year to consolidate all stamped frames

production activities currently in Hong Kong and China into a new

China plant, starting mid 2003.  It is the first time ASM has ever

closed a plant in our corporate history and over two hundred loyal

employees in Hong Kong will be affected.  In addition to expanding

our spot silver plating capacity to cope with an increasing volume,

we have also enlarged our palladium plating output to a number of

leading IDM customers to meet the electronic industry’s lead-free

timeline.

While the semiconductor industry still requires more time to

overcome some cost hurdles such as unit singulation by sawing and

leadframes with half-etched tips, QFNs have been increasingly

designed into the latest generation of wireless products.  In fact,

QFNs have an excellent chance to proliferate with their improved

thermal dissipation, smaller form factor and potentially lower cost

package than those in the market today.  In the recent years,

ASM has provided strong packaging development support to our

customers and offers a total solution including both equipment and

leadframes.  In preparation for meeting upcoming growth in volume

demands, we have been installing reel to reel etching equipment

and plating machines to capitalize on this market opportunity.

Capacity and Plant Development

Due to a soft market last year, product demands did not call for

capacity expansion.  Instead, ASM’s management continued our

drive for capability and productivity enhancements, focusing on

quality, yield improvements, staff training and better utilization

of the CNC machines already installed.  A good portion of our

production capacity was allocated for our R&D prototypes and

pilot production to expedite time-to-market of our new products.

As a result, capital investments in 2002 amounted to HK$100.8

million, about one third less than our original budget.

Yet it was also an opportune time to make strategic decisions for

our leadframe business.  As outlined in the Chairman’s Statement

above, to enhance our competitiveness we have decided to

consolidate all stamped frames production in a 260,000 sq.ft.

plant in Fu Yong, a town 5 minutes from the Shenzhen airport and

30 minutes from the Hong Kong border by expressway.

Management Review (continued)
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